1. Preliminaries. We shall state in this section definitions and results concerning general integral transformations, which will be needed in the second part of the paper. The proofs of these results can be found in [l] .
Let (X, ju), (F, v) be two <r-finite measure spaces, <t> and \[/ be measurable, positive almost everywhere functions on X and F, such that fx<l>(x)dii(x) ==fY^P(y)dp(y) = 1 and denote by px and pr the translation invariant metrics defined for measurable, finite a.e. complex valued functions on X and F by the formulas 
PY
The spaces 5DÎ and Sft of all measurable finite a.e. functions on X and F respectively, when provided with metrics px and pr become complete linear metric spaces. The topologies induced by these metrics are equivalent to topologies of convergence in measure on all subsets of finite measure. If K(x, y) is a measurable, complex valued function defined on XX F, then the proper domain of the corresponding integral transformation K is defined by ©*= LeWl:
(\K\\u\)(y)
and for uS 2)x the integral transformation K: SD?-*$l is given by REMARK. 9ft provided with the metric PK is in general only a complete additive group and not a linear metric space.
(ii), (iii) of Proposition 1 imply that K is SDJS: s.r. The corresponding extension K® K is denoted by K. QK is referred to as the extended domain of K. we get the first estimate in (6).
In the outline of the proof above we considered only the part of the sum in || || a and || | | & corresponding to n>0; the terms with negative indices n are taken care of by symmetry.
If ^£c£ (2) and ^ is a function of rapid decrease, </>&, then the integral fl^ux^dx exists and <j>->jZ">u<t>dx is a distribution in S'; denote by Û its Fourier transform in the sense of the theory of distributions. 
